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DARK PORTALS OPEN, HEROES WILL AWAKEN. Israel Trent is a Journalist living in his native
Chicago and fulfilling his lifetime dream of chasing stories and uncovering the truth as a crime
reporter for the Chicago Tribune. His days are spent facing deadlines and interviews and his nights
drinking with friends and talking books or politics. Erin Simms is a young Las Vegas woman whos
life has been a long struggle with pain, violence, vice, and exploitation. Her life is one long blur of
garish lights, drug fueled sexual diversions, and being in the wrong places with the wrong people.
When these two strangers wake up together in a modern day dungeon with intravenous needles in
their arms and no memory of how they got there, they are catapulted into a doomsday cults plot to
open a doorway for their monstrous, extra-dimensional, alien masters and the machinations of the
secret agencies and organizations allied against them. As they learn about the hidden history of the
world and the existence of the mythological bloodlines that live behind the centuries old conspiracy
of secrets and misinformation known as The Veil,...
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Reviews
Undoubtedly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. This can be for those who statte there was not a worthy of studying. I am delighted to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my very own daily life and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Per r y Reing er
This book is amazing. it was writtern very completely and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be enhance as soon as you full reading this pdf.
-- Antonia Lindg r en II
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